THE STRATEGY OF ISLAMIC CHARACTER EDUCATION WITH ROLE MODEL AND HABITUATION METHOD ON ONLINE LEARNING
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Abstract
Massive development in technology has enforced the educational system to be able to adjust its activity. While maintaining conventional learning environment in character education is challenging, online learning environment provides different characteristics that require distinct strategies to meet the learning objectives. It requires different syntax to implement learning methods for character education on online setting. However, previous studies rarely discussed about character education syntaxes for online learning. Thus, this study aimed to fill the gap by synthesizing the syntax and strategies of implementing some learning methods in character education through online learning. It was chosen Islamic and Character Education as the subject and role model and habituation methods as the focus of the study. This study is a qualitative study using in-depth interview as data collection technique. The informants were teachers experiencing in implementing role model and habituation methods on online learning. The research findings showed that the general syntax of online learning is started from preparation, preliminary activity, core activity, closing, and strengthening activities. Preparation and strengthening activities are conducted in unscheduled time while the other activities are conducted in scheduled time. The proposed syntax is given but further studies are required to testify the syntax for different situations.
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INTRODUCTION

The dynamicity of life and development of technology enforced the educational system to be able to adjust its activity (Ally, 2019: 312; Rahmawati, 2018: 245), especially on online technology as a new environment which has been significantly influencing human life (Priatmoko, 2018: 232). The character education system as the core part of education cannot be separated from online technology because the students themselves are the digital generation (Sumardianta & Kris, 2018). It seems that the digital generation are more motivated with activities provided by online technology (Komalsari & Saripudin, 2017: 184; Mertasari, 2016: 686), making them causing high dependence on such sophisticated breakthrough (Ormiston, 2011; Tapscott, 2009: 6-7). Therefore, the associated stakeholders or education actors, especially on character or Akhlak (moral) education, are supposed to accept this condition and thoroughly prepare themselves to be ready for this era (Rahmawati, 2018: 253).

Character or moral education actors should understand the relationship and the bonding of the students to the online technology which is inevitable (Ally, 2019; Sakti, 2020; Sumardianta & Kris, 2018). Thereby, character education is enforced to take the benefits from the online technology in developing, nurturing, and strengthening good moral or character as its main objectives (Amri, 2018; Sugiarti, 2011: 149-150; Sumardianta & Kris, 2018: 15). It indicates that the educators should endeavour to have strategy and competence to organize character education through online learning (Ally, 2019; Jensen, 2016: 13).

Character is an essential picture (Bennis, 2004: 144) embedded in individual mind (Zuchdi et al., 2012: 16) that determines the individuals fundamentally (Covey, 2004: 103). Character is mind condition which is reliable in responding any situation in moral way (Lickona, 1991: 51) and enforce individual to do certain behavior spontaneously (Josephson & Hanson, 2004: 4; Nata, 2016: 249).

The term of the character itself has a broadened scope, one of which is akhlak (Tafsir, 2018: 65; Yaumi, 2018: 36; Zuchdi et al., 2012: 16) or moral (Lickona, 1991: 39) embedded in individuals (Mustoip, Japar, & Zulela, 2018) based on their religious belief (Al-Mishri, 2018: 10; Tafsir, 2018: 65). Therefore, Islamic character can be defined as a moral built upon values from Islam, which is commonly called as Akhlak Terpuji (commendable moral). The essence of Islamic character is presented in faith and piety to Allah, doing good things and being fair to themselves, fellow human, and also their environment while also avoiding them from doing badness, either in verbal or action (Al-Mishri, 2018: 18; Megawangi, 2004: 95; Zuchdi et al., 2012: 16).

The personal character can be changed and formed (Daradjat, 2018: 60-61) by guidance from knowledge, practice, and habituation conducted constantly (Al-Qasimi, 2010: 304-305; Zebua, Ihsan, & Nurjanah, 2020: 123). This is the essence of hadith transmitted by Imam Muslim no. 2658 (Al-Atsari, 2006: 13; Daradjat, 2018: 61) and al-Quran surah Asy-Syams, 8-9 (Daradjat, 2018: 61; Ibuu Katsir, 2004: 479-480). According to Ibn Miskawaih (1398 H as cited as Mu’minah, 2015: 103), the character is not heredity, but is able to be generated, so that the development of individual behavior is started from innate potential combined with the effect from the environment (Al-Qasimi, 2010: 311; Tafsir, 2018: 45). All the affecting variables establish reciprocal relationships in determining individual behavior change (Dewar, Lubans, Plotnikoff, & Morgan,
In character education, the conditioning environment plays a vital role (Bandura, 1999; Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020: 5). Consequently, educators are challenged to be able to provide an educational environment which is required to stimulate the development and improvement of students' behavior (Alhamuddin & Bukhori, 2016: 32; Zebua, 2020: 196). Some strategies to apply are such as providing a role model or an exemplar and structured habituation implemented in character education (Santrock, 2011: 237).

Role model method and habituation are fundamental and most popular methods in character education (e.g. Idharudin, Alim, & Al Kattani, 2019; Pertiwi, 2018; Sahroni & Latief, 2019). Role model method is a process to give example on a certain behavior where the students can directly see and imitate them (Abdillah & Syafe'i, 2020: 24). Meanwhile, habituation is a process of development or improvement of certain habits through iterative experience (Shoimah, Sulthoni, & Soepriyanto, 2018: 172). Both methods are expected to be implemented on online learning.

Online learning is distance learning where the interaction is created through internet network (Anderson, 2011; Mustofa, Chodzirin, & Sayekti, 2019: 153). The characteristics of the interaction given by online learning offer fundamental differences if compared to face-to-face learning in class (Hass & Joseph, 2018; Wunsch, Aziz, Ozan, Kishore, & Tabrizi, 2008; Zebua, 2020). Therefore, educators should have expertise and strategy to implement the methods through online (Wang et al., 2019).

There are distinct syntaxes required to enable the educators implementing role model and habituation methods on online learning properly. However, according to previous studies focusing on developing Islamic character on Islamic and Character Education subject (Mata Pelajaran Agama Islam & Budi Pekerti), which is commonly called PAI subject, it is not yet found syntaxes from both methods for online learning. The existing literature mainly focused on the essence and benefits of role model and habituation methods (e.g. Idharudin et al., 2019; Meng & Muñoz, 2016; Sahroni & Latief, 2019). There were found studies analysing the syntaxes of the methods implemented PAI subjects (Nuroni & Khambali, 2016; Nurussalam, 2017; Syamsir, 2017) and character education (Pertiwi, 2018; Saifuddin, 2018), but the context was commonly in face-to-face class. Another study has focused on syntaxes in character education on online learning, but it was still in general context (Zebua, 2020).

Therefore, this study aimed to identify and synthesize the syntaxes and strategies of implementing role model and habituation methods in character education of PAI subject through online learning. This study is expected to be an alternative solution and perspective for educators to present educative interaction in character building on online learning. In addition, this study can be one of the references for more comprehensive development of character education through online.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

This study is a qualitative study using in-depth interview as the technique of data collection, in which informants were chosen through purposive sampling (Sugiyono, 2018: 301). The informants were PAI teachers who have experience in implementing role model and habituation methods on online learning and have interests and strong determination in doing learning activities through online as maximum as possible.
The interview processes were conducted on 24th – 28th August 2020. The interviewed teachers were from 3 different school grades, from Junior High Schools to Senior High Schools. The data of all informants are presented in Table 1.

**Tabel 1. Informant Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informant</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 1 (G-1)</td>
<td>PAI teacher on X &amp; XII class at SMAN 1 Kedung Waringin, Bekasi District, who has 10 years of teaching experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 2 (G-2)</td>
<td>PAI teacher on VII &amp; IX class at SMP Mutiara Bunda Bandung, who has 4 years of teaching experience, being occupied as Vice Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher 3 (G-3)</td>
<td>PAI teacher on VII class at SMP YPAI Rahayu Bandung and XI &amp; XII class at SMK KP 2 Margahayu, who has 7 years of teaching experience, being occupied as a principal at SMP YPAI Rahayu Bandung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data gathered was then analysed using directed qualitative content analysis technique (Directed QCA) because it was used a theory of character by Lickona as the main framework of the analysis process (Mayring, 2014). The step-by-step methodology conducted for this research is presented in Figure 1.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The interactions created on online learning when implementing role model and habituation methods will be different if compared to traditional learning (face-to-face learning). Online interactions are created by utilizing digital peripherals and particular applications connected to internet network (Mustofa et al., 2019: 153). According to Informants G-1 and G-3, it is still possible to get intensive interaction through online learning. In fact, it is not limited only on the scheduled time. The interactions created are highly dependent on the creativity and interests of the teachers (Ally, 2019; Rahmawati, 2018). The informants stated that the implementation of the learning activities is adjusted to the student’s condition and the capacity of the internet connection. In this case, it requires parents’ understanding and cooperation.

Generally, every method has three phases: preliminary phase, core phase, and closing (Fatimah & Usman, 2017: 16-17; Nurussalami, 2017: 129). Besides, it is found that learning activities are also
conducted outside of the scheduled time. The similarity is that there are two similar steps for every learning activity: opening and closing the learning activity with the greeting and praying.

**Role Model & Habituation on Online Learning in SMAN 1 Kedung Waringin, Bekasi**

The learning activities using role model and habituation conducted for PAI subject in SMAN 1 Kedung Waringin were conducted within scheduled and unscheduled time through *Whatsapp* and *Google Classroom*. Role model method in scheduled learning time was started through the following steps: (1) the teachers showed neat outfit and friendly attitude by showing their photo taken just before the learning activities started, (2) The teachers gave an article about mandatory of learning, (3) The teachers told the students about a role model or piety stories contextually and briefly, (4) The teachers gave learning materials through writing and voice recording which are related to role model with interesting, brief and contextual way, (5) The learning activities were closed through writing about commendable morals or role model. These steps are the potential to nurture attention and value knowledge storing (Santrock, 2011). Besides, it will stimulate conscience, self-esteem and loving the good (Lickona, 1991).

Meanwhile, habituation activities in scheduled learning activities were (1) the teachers motivated the students using polite language, neat apparel, discipline and doing piety, (2) The teachers gave learning materials that enabled the students understand about how to do certain behaviors or worship, (3) the learning activities were closed by writing on the platform to encourage the students to practice praiseworthy morals. The strategy in the habituation method helps the students to have the ability and willingness to embody the expected behaviors (Enderle et al., 2018; Lickona, 1991).

The activities conducted outside the scheduled time at SMAN 1 Kedung Waringin were done without time limit. The interactions were done personally or through group on the apps. The activities embedded in the role model unsure were (1) The teachers shared stories or examples of role models or piety through writing, photos, and voices; (2) The teachers asked the students to be interactive toward the stories given; (3) The teachers showed several worship activities to motivate the students to do certain activities, such as *tabajud* prayer; (4) The teachers stimulated students’ conscience by exemplary words such as “an old and busy teacher is still able to wake up in the middle of the night and in the dawn, you are supposed to be able to do better”. For the activities outside the scheduled time, the learning activities containing habituation methods were for instance, when the teachers wake the students up in the middle of the night to encourage them praying *tabajud*, and then make a list in the *Whatsapp* to identify students who have conducted the prayer.

The mentioned activities if conducted intensively and iteratively will help the student to keep learning from the teachers (Ormrod, Anderman, & Anderman, 2017: 351). This activity will nurture motivation (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020), so that, eventually will nurture conscience, self-esteem, empathy, and willingness to do it (Lickona, 1991). Besides, it is able to nurture self-efficacy required to convert it to be behavior (Ormrod et al., 2017; Santrock, 2011).
Role Model and Habituation on Online Learning in SMP Mutiara Bunda Bandung

The online learning for PAI subject in SMP Mutiara Bunda Bandung utilized Google Meet. The evaluation process was conducted through Quizizz and Kahoot so that the process was real-time and avoided giving the answer through the photo. The activities of the role model method in scheduled activities are the following: (1) The teachers started the learning activity by activating the camera on throughout the learning hours to enable students to see the teacher’s appearance. Therefore, the teachers showed themselves in discipline and neat appearance, (2) The teachers reminded the students about the role model materials which have been discussed beforehand, (3) The teachers told the student to do worship such as dhuha prayer in the morning and reading Quran before starting the learning, (4) The materials given were related to interesting role model materials presented through interactive videos, (5) The teachers closed the learning activities by reminding the students about the materials just given.

The habituation activities in the scheduled learning were (1) Students turned on the video to show their neat appearance during the learning process, (2) The teachers always asked the students to do dhuha prayer and reading Quran before starting the learning, (3) The learning process was recorded and there was a team to accompany the teachers to supervise the students’ behavior, so that the students get used to be motivated and show nice attitude during the learning process, (4) The teachers closed the learning activities by persuading the students to implement the materials have been learned.

The unscheduled activities only contain habituation method. The habituation implementation conducted and evaluated through Behavioral Report which were fulfilled by the parents and the students, and then being evaluated by the teachers every week.

The mentioned steps can attract students’ attention and encourage them to be maximal in storing value knowledge (Ormrod et al., 2017: 251), because it is considered to be able to develop interesting and fun learning climate (Ally, 2019; Amri, 2018). However, environmental conditioning for role model and habituation method implemented in unscheduled times is still limited.

Role Modal and Habituation on Online Learning in SMP YPAI Rahayu Bandung

Learning activities for PAI subject conducted online in SMP YPAI Rahayu Bandung were conducted through Whastapp, Google Classroom was also utilized but only for saving learning materials and task application. Preliminary activities for every method in scheduled activities have the same syntax, such as (1) After greeting, the teachers always reminded the students and revived them that Allah always supervise everyone. To do this, the teachers used voice note, (2) The teachers asked students’ readiness (3) The teachers gave the learning materials and the learning objectives through writing, (4) The teachers asked students’ worship activities. For closing, the syntax conducted are (1) the teachers reminded them about Allah’s surveillance, and (2) The teachers asked the students to keep their worship and their good behavior.

The core activities of role model method were conducted in the scheduled learning were (1) The teachers gave role model materials through videos, (2) the teachers encouraged the students to discuss about the video, (3) and then wrote the conclusions. The utilization of video is
expected to stimulate the students (Sumardianta & Kris, 2018), which eventually make the students interested in paying attention to it (Santrock, 2011). Once the students interested, it improves its probability to internalize the behavior (Ormrod et al., 2017).

The core activities of the habituation method in SMP YPAI Rahayu Bandung was also conducted outside the scheduled time. The activities conducted by using daily journal fulfilled by the students and being supervised by the parents. The general strategies conducted were (1) the teachers asked and reminded the students to keep their worship and good behavior continuity, (2) the teachers always reminded the students about Allah’s supervision, (2) the teachers reminded the students to fulfil the daily journal, (3) the teachers checked the daily journal fulfilled by the students gradually, (4) the teachers asked about the validity of the journal fulfilment to the students and parents through Whatsapp personally.

The strategy of habituation method conducted in SMP YPAI Rahayu Bandung was more focused on personal interest development. The students are motivated through emphasis on the feeling that they are supervised by Allah. The internalization in this process will encourage learning spirit and responsibility as well as honesty (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020).

Common Syntax of Role Model and Habituation Method on Online Learning

Based on the findings previously explored, it is identified the syntax for role model and habituation method on online learning is grouped into 5 phases, as presented in Figure 2. The phases are preparation, preliminary, core activity, closing and strengthening (Zebua, 2020). The evaluation activity is integrated in the core and strengthening activity. The 5 phases are conducted to fulfil the aspects of attention, retention, production, and motivation. (Santrock, 2011).

Figure 2. General Syntax (modified from Zebua, 2020)

The general syntax of the activities in the scheduled learning activities are preliminary, core activity, closing activity. Generally, the primary interactions in the learning process are through instant messenger applications such as Whatsapp or conference video such as Zoom Meeting. Both applications have different characteristics (Tapscott, 2009), thus the syntax are different.

The preliminary phase and strengthening are conducted on unscheduled time. Therefore, the activities are conducted informally. The strengthening phase is conducted using more flexible strategy and more maximising online technology utilization. Thereby, the activities are not tightly bonded to the ordered syntax. However, the concept keeps clear. The flexible and maximum use of technology in learning will make the students more interested and more motivated (Sumardianta & Kris, 2018; Tapscott, 2009). Even though conducted online, the expected activities will ease the students to learn directly from the teacher and habituating toward new certain behavior (Ormrod et al., 2017).

Preparation Phase on Online Learning

Good preparation before learning activities will help the students to be more
concentrated and also cultivate students’ self-efficacy to involve the learning activities (Ormrod et al., 2017). The preparation phase can be done one day before or at least one hour before the learning activities. The preparation step utilizes WhatsApp and the like.

The syntax in preparation phase is (1) the teachers remind and motivate the students about learning obligation using voice note, (2) the teachers give learning materials and divide students group briefly and clearly. If using video conference application, the teachers determine which students or group of students who fulfil the preliminary activities such as puzzles, (3) the teachers encourage the students keep attention and allow the students to ask questions, (4) Before the learning activities, the teachers remind the students to prepare themselves, keep clean, and neat.

Preliminary Phase on Online Learning

Preliminary activities are supposed to bring the students to be interested and more challenged toward the learning (Joyce, Weil, & Calhoun, 2015). Generally, preliminary activities for every method has no difference.

The syntax in preliminary phase depends on the application used. The syntax in this phase for WhatsApp are (1) the teachers greet the students and motivate them, (2) the teachers ask the student to fill out the presence list, using various tools such as Google Form (3) while waiting for the presence list, the teachers send photos about presence and neatness while ask the students to do the same things, (4) then, the teachers ask the students to keep doing their worship, well behaved and carry out the learning materials as maximum as possible, (5) the teachers remind the students about Ihsan and honesty.

Syntax in preliminary phase for Zoom Meeting are (1) the teachers are online on time with neat apparels, (2) the teachers greet the students and ask the students to keep activating their camera on during the learning hours, (3) the teachers greet the students one by one, ask and motivate them to do their worship and well behaved regularly, while also keep their well dressing and learning attitude, (4) the teachers ask the students or the group of the students to give simple puzzles. All the activities conducted use clear language and tenderly.

Core and Closing Activity Phase of Role Model Method on Online Learning

The syntax for role model method is supposed to ease the students to learn directly to the teachers or to the stories given by the teachers (Ormrod et al., 2017). Thus, the teachers should have the required skills and also good characters to give a good role model maximally (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020; Zebua et al., 2020). Besides, there should be conditioned environments that support the principles reaching moral feeling aspects (Lickona, 1991).

In most cases, the syntax for core activities on role model method on online learning contain a number of activities: (1) the teachers share presentation file (using instant messenger application) or exposing the presentation through video conference apps, (2) the teachers remind the students about wisdom from the learning materials given previously, (3) the teachers persuade the students to watch the role model- material videos, (4) the teachers persuade the students to discuss the contents while also telling them about the wisdom and the connection of the materials to the learning materials, (5) the teachers expose different examples and stimulate the students for comparison. The syntax in the core activities are
flexible for the sequence (Joyce et al., 2015).

For closing activities: (1) the teachers review the learning briefly and give conclusions, (2) the teachers motivate and encourage self-confidence for the students to conduct the expected behavior, (3) the teachers tell the student that they also practice the worship and well behaved. The essence of the closing activities is to motivate the students to do the expected behavior (Santrock, 2011; Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020).

**Core and Closing Activity Phase of Habituation Method on Online Learning**

The syntax for habituation method should facilitate the students to develop their competence and motivation to do it (Lickona, 1991; Lickona, Schaps, & Lewis, 2007). Besides, the conditioned environment should support production principle (Santrock, 2011). In this regard, the teacher is not only an instructor but also a counsellor that is able to maximize the students’ competence and potency (Alhamuddin & Bukhori, 2016).

Generally, the scopes of the syntax in this phase are (1) the teachers persuade the students to tell their obstacles in adjusting to the expected worship or behavior, (2) the teachers share videos or pictures about the expected worship or behavior, and encourage the students to watch them, (3) the teachers persuade the students to discuss about the videos or pictures and ask them to tell their opinion, (4) the teachers persuade the students to practice it, (5) the teachers tell the students to send the documentation of their practice through instant messenger applications or show them directly using video conference app. This activity aims to encourage the students to give evidence while also stimulate the students to try it (Joyce et al., 2015).

The closing activity can be done through the following steps: (1) the teachers give a brief review and conclusion, (2) the teachers persuade the students to get used to doing the behavior, (3) the teachers persuade the students to fill out daily activity report in the Google Form once they have practiced it. The essence of this closing activity is to enable students to have the competence and get used to it (Lickona, 1991).

**The Strategy of Role Model and Habituation Strengthening on Online Learning**

The activities in strengthening phase are conducted dynamically and non-formal. It needs parents’ understanding and cooperation to maximize the strategy (Abdillah & Syafe’i, 2020; Nuroni & Khambali, 2016). Based on the findings, this study proposes the integrated strategy for role model and habituation method.

The strategy is implemented using instant messenger applications for interaction activity and Google Form or the like, for daily journal. The daily journal is not for fardhu worship that requires exact time. The steps of the strategy: (1) the teachers persuade and remind the students to fill out the daily journal along with the documentation, (2) the teachers remind the students to do worship and well behaved through sending inspiring stories in the form of video, photos or writings, (3) the teachers ask students’ respond toward the stories given, (4) the teachers report every worship and daily activities conducted by the teachers through videos or photos, (5) the teachers remind the students to do the worship through Whatsapp group exactly in the time when the worship should be done, (6) and ask the students to report their practice once they have done it, through Whatsapp group using voice note, (7) give their Quran memorization through voice note on the
determined time. Meanwhile, the teachers keep reminding the students about Allah’s supervision.

**Evaluation Strategy**

The evaluation activities are integrated into the core and strengthening activity. Basically, the evaluation is conducted by observing students’ involvement in the core and strengthening activities. Besides, summative evaluation is still conducted using Quizizz or Google Form and the like.

**CONCLUSION**

This study found the syntax as the strategy to implement character education on online learning using two popular methods: role model and habituation method. Both methods can be implemented on online learning using the appropriate steps. However, it needs willpower, interest, and competence from the teachers to implement it properly. The teachers should have the capability to present a role model and habituation through the correct syntax and strengthening activities.

The research findings showed that the general syntax of online learning is started from preparation and followed by several steps that represent preliminary, core, closing, and strengthening activities. Preparation and strengthening activities are conducted in unscheduled time while the other activities are conducted in scheduled time.

According to the information given from the teachers’ experience, this study provides alternative syntax to implement role model and habituation model through online learning. The activities in the syntax and strengthening activities can be implemented directly or adapted by the PAI teachers or character teachers to the adjusted situations. Further studies can be focusing on the testing of the syntax and strengthening activity to the various schools for syntax robustness.
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